
 CEE 152 - Computer Methods 
 in Structural Analysis and Design  
 *Online* 
 
Instructor Joel Lanning, Ph.D., P.E. 
    Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Office   EG4167 
E-mail  joel.lanning@uci.edu 
Phone  949-824-3765 

 
Lectures   Prerecorded, see schedule 
 
Office Hrs  
Mon  2:00-3:00pm 
Thur 10:00-11:00am 
 

Course Websites  

PRIMARY RESOURCE: Lectures, quizzes, and assignments are conducted through Canvas.   
    Primary out-of-class Q&A platform, sharing steel photos etc.  

Prerequisite  CEE 151A – Structural Analysis  

Suggested Resources 
1. Fundamentals of Structural Analysis by Leet, Uang, Lanning, 6th edition ISBN: 9781260477245 

Course Description 
Catalog Description: Matrix techniques for indeterminate framed structures. Computer implementation using the stiffness method. 

Software packages for design of reinforced concrete, steel, and/or timber structures. 

More Interesting Description: First in this course, we review the basics of structural analysis and design before moving on to the methods 
used by computers (matrix methods). That includes (i) shear and moment diagrams, (ii) deflections of determinate structures, and (iii) 
reviewing classical indeterminate structural analysis methods. 

Then, we’ll move on to matrix analysis using the direct stiffness method, which is used by computers to efficiently solve complex 
structural analysis problems almost instantly. Computer software packages also find internal forces along member lengths using 
techniques from the finite element method; therefore, they also provide automated design results, checking many design specifications 
conditions automatically. This puts responsibility on the engineer to be capable of interpreting computer structural model output, so 
as to ensure that the proper structure has been modeled and use to responsibly use the design output. Computer methods and results 
are only as good as the input provided to them. Therefore, this course provides students the fundamental skills needed to competently 
operate and verify computer analysis and design results in addition to the basic technical understanding of how the computer software 
operates.  

Student Outcomes (SO) 
ABET SO 1: an ability to identify, formulate, and solve complex engineering problems by applying principles of engineering, science, 

 and mathematics 
ABET SO 2:  an ability to apply engineering design to produce solutions that meet specified needs with consideration of public health, 

 safety, and welfare, as well as global, cultural, social, environmental, and economic factors. 
ABET SO 7:  an ability to acquire and apply new knowledge as needed, using appropriate learning strategies. 

Course Learning Outcomes:  
By the end of this course, students will or will be able to: 

1. …assemble a stiffness matrix for a truss. 
2. …carry out the direct stiffness method to solve displacements and forces in a truss. 
3. ... assemble a stiffness matrix for a frame. 
4. ... carry out the direct stiffness method to solve displacements and internal forces in a frame.  
5. ... utilize the finite element method to solve displacements and forces in a frame. 
6. ... be proficient in utilizing computer software to design the basic components of a structural steel building 
7. ... be proficient in utilizing computer software to design the basic components of a reinforced concrete building  

 

Academic Integrity: 
I will not tolerate academic dishonesty. It is not worth it, and you will be sorry. Just do your own work. 
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Grading 
Quality of Work 10% 
Homework 10% 
Quizzes 25% 
Midterm Exam  25% 
Project Parts 1, 2, 3  30% 
 

Tentative Letter Grades (+/- Letters will be used) 
(But you really should focus on learning rather than your grade!) 

A 90-100% 
B 80-89% 
C 70-79% 
D 60-69%... else F 

 

Philosophy on Learning and Grades 
(Adapted from Professor Naeim’s wise words.) 

 

Grades and grading are inherently unfair. Grades do not measure effort, worthiness, need, or desire to learn. Often grades do 
not even measure the amount of your improvement. So, why do we give them? We’ll leave that to the philosophers, but one 
thing is for sure… Learning is not about competing with others, it is about pouring effort into a subject and doing 
everything you can to become familiar with the material.  

In just a few years, the fact that you received an A or a B- (in this or any other class) will be essentially meaningless!! 
What will matter is how much honest effort you put into a course. THAT will stick with you forever. That’s quite a 
difference, so don’t worry solely about your grade! 

If you don’t understand the material, don’t worry and wander around the intellectual darkness... ASK! It is literally my 
job to work with you and facilitate your learning this material. My students (that’s you!) and my classes are my number 1 
professional priority!  

And, whatever you do, do not complacently copy someone else’s homework, etc., just so you can turn in something and “get 
points”. Those types of actions erode not only the quality of your education but erodes your intellectual integrity and ultimately 
misrepresents your qualifications. 

 

Expectations on Quality of Work 
1. Well organized nicely written work is expected in the industry.  

Therefore, it is expected in this course on exams and homework. 

a. The rumors aren’t true, you actually can use a straight edge in engineering classes! 

b. If you show up to work and turn in scribbled jumbly calculations… your boss is not going to be happy. I speak 
from experience.  

c. In practice, people will need to review your work. Those people usually are in some way responsible for you 
getting paid! I try to make those people happy; I don’t know about you. 

d. Take your time and write out your solutions and calculations in an organized fashion. 

e. If you wouldn’t feel comfortable turning your homework in for your JOB… you know, for money... then write it 
out again. It really won’t take that long in the scheme of things. 

2. Engineering paper is preferred (but not required) 
Again, most often than not your employer will want calculations on engineering paper of some kind. Usually companies will have their 
own, but some might use the ugly old green stuff. But… 

a. Notebook paper looks really unprofessional, and 

b. White paper with no lines is tricky… if you can handle it by writing very neatly and in straight lines with a well 
laid out page, well, then it’s fine. But it is really easy for your work to look really messy.  

3. Box final answers.  
Again, people will review your work in a professional setting. Those people want to be able to easily see your final 
answer. Guess who else will review your work and wants to be able to easily find your final answer. Me, except I will 
give you a grade instead of money… but that grade will allow you to get money… by making it easy for those who 
review your work to easily find your answers… Do you see where we’re going here? 

4. Homework is due at the time posted uploaded to Canvas. 
Very few exceptions will be considered on a case-by-case basis under special circumstances. 
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Course Schedule 

Module Weekly Topic Lecture Topic 

Module 1: 
Internal Forces 
and 
Determinate 
Structures 
(Review) 

Week 1: Review of Structural Analysis Basics 
Lecture 1: Shear and Moment Diagrams 

Lecture 2: Sketching the Deflected Shape 

Week 2: Review of Classical Deflection Methods 

Lecture 3: Relationship between Moment and Curvature 

Lecture 4: Double Integration Method 

Lecture 5: Moment Area Method 

Module 2: 
Indeterminate 
Structures 
(Review) 

Week 3: Review of Indeterminate Structural Analysis: 
The Flexibility and Slope-Deflection Methods 

Lecture 6. Closing a Gap: The Flexibility Method 

Lecture 7: Slope-Deflection Method 

Lecture 8: Structures Two or more Degrees Indeterminate 

Module 3: 
The Direct 
Stiffness Method 

Week 4: The Direct Stiffness Method, part 1 
Lecture 9: Intro to the Direct Stiffness Method  

Lecture 10: Stiffness Matrices for Frames 

Week 5: Exam 1 

Module 3: 
The Direct 
Stiffness Method 
(cont.) 

Week 6: The Direct Stiffness Method, part 2 
Lecture 11: Stiffness Matrices for Trusses 

Lecture 12: Stiffness Matrices General 2D Structures 

Week 7:  The Direct Stiffness Method, part 3 
Lecture 13: Static Condensation and Useful Transformations 

Lecture 14: Topics of the Finite Element Method 

Module 4: 
Structural Analysis 
and Design with 
RISA 3D 

Week 8: Computer Structural Analysis 
Lecture 15: Intro. to Computer Analysis  

Lecture 16: Connecting Hand Calculations with Software 

Week 9: Computer Structural Design 1  
Lecture 17 Steel, RC Fundamentals 

Lecture 18: RISA 3D Design Intro, Steel and RC Fundamentals 

Week 10: Computer Structural Design 2 
Lecture 19: Using RISA 3D to Design Steel 

Lecture 20: Using RISA 3D to Design R.C. 

Project Parts 1, 2, 3 Due on Date of Final   


